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Abstract. Tv'o isolared dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) v,ere provided with an
electronic acoustic link during alternate
period.s ol approxintately 2 minutes. The
dolphins repeatedly corttntunicated in a
tight sequence when the acoustic link
lNas cotlnected. Their responses varied
as the experinlent progressed. Some inf ornation regarding possible rneaning
ol the *'histles was obtained.

emitted whistles and click trains both
individually and simultaneously. Which
signals were the significant carriers of
information was not determined.
Two Atlantic bottlenose dolphins
(Tursiops truncatus:) were placed in
separate tanks that were coupled acoust ic a l l y b y h y d r o p h o n e s . T h e a c o u s t i c
link was intermittently connected and
disconnected by the experimenters. The
dolphins were free to swim and were
out of contact with each other exceot

for the acoustic link.
The experiment was conducted on
11 November 1963 at the Marine Biology Facility (9) at point Mugu, Cali_
fornia. Figure I shows the general arrangement of tanks, animals, and elec_
tronic equipment. The sounds in each
tank were continuously recorded on
separate tracks of a stereo magnetic
tape recorder. The acoustic link was
connected and disconnected at approximately 2-minute intervals durine the

Dolphins emit a variety of sounds
underwater that include whistles, click
trains, and miscellaneous signals. The
complexity and extent of dolphin com_
munication are not known. The click
trains are used for echolocation ( I , 2 ):
the whistles correlate with evident
communication and variations in behavior and emotional state (1.
-l-,f ).
Miscellaneous signals appear cluring
feeding, sexual activity. and plal ing
(3 ). Dreh er (6) r epor t ed c ons ider able
vocal response by a group of six dolphins (Tursrop.t truncatrLsJto each of
six diffe ren t recor ded dolphin lr his t les .
Lilly (7) reported thar frrrsiopr can
nratch nu ntb ers and dur at ions of huma n vo ca l bu rsts . Li1lr . and \ liller ( 8)
p h i'sicallv re stra ined eac h of nr . o dolp h ins a t o pp o-sj1eends oi a t ank of
wate r u sln g visr,r . rh,
l ar r ier st hat s t ill per _
m itte d th en t tlr he. lr eac h ot her and
t o re pll'. The an int als em it t ed nunt er o u s sou nd s in seq uenc edex c hangeswit h
b ut feri' sup erp os it ions . Eac h dolphin
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Fig. I Diagram of intertank communication test.
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Fig. 2. (Above and right) A graphic record of the acoustic responsesbetween
Doris
and Dash. Circled numbers - periods; A, B, C, D, E, and F - whistles,o click
t r r ln s . . r
c r i i c k s ,; = o t h e r s o u n d s .
I

study. A dash-dot signal at 2.7 kcy was
transmitted into each tank at the beginning of each acoustic link period,
and a dot-dash signal at 2.7 kcy was
transmitted when the link was disconnected. The experimenters and their
equ ipme nt (1 0) wer e loc at ed in a
trailer out of sight of the dolphins.
. A 5-year-old female dolphin named
Doris that had been captured off Florida and weighed 114 kg was isolated
in a steel-walled plastic-lined tank 9.1
m in diameter. The tank rested on
sand and was filled to a depth of
1.1 m. A 5 -ye ar - old m ale dolphin
named Dash that had been captured
off Mississippi and weighed 173 kg was
isolated in another tank. This tank was
of concrete and was 15.2 m in diameter; it had a separate water supply
and was recessed in the sand 9.1 m
from the other tank. The two dolphins
had been held in one tank prior to
these experiments. Each had participated in a prior intertank communication test with one other dolphin on the
day of this experiment. Several earlier
intertank comnrunication tests had been
conducted on various combinations of
other animals, tanks, and equipment
in order to perfect the experimental
procedure. In general, the results were
qualitatively similar.
The experiment lasted 32 n.rinutes
and consisted of 16 periods. The tanks
were acoustically coupled only during
even-numbered periods. The acoustic
link was disconnected or cut ofi during odd-numbered periods.
The tape recording was processed
by a Miller cathode-ray oscillograph to
provide the graph shown in Fig. 2 of
amplitude versus time for each track.
The dolphin sounds are labeled bY
type; types A, B. C, D, E, and F are
whistles, an o is a click train, an x
is a single "cracking" sound resembling a distant rifle shot, similar to
that reported by Caldwell et al. (l I),
and each z is a grunt-like or squawking sound. Some of the recorded vocalizations were not of sufficient amplitude to appear on the trace in Fig. 2
and were labeled on the basis of auditory review. The primary use of the
amplitude traces in Fig. 2 is to show
time relationships. The whistles were
categorized into types A, B, C, D, E,
and F on the basis of their frequencyversus-time characteristics as processed
bv en Alden comb-filter analyzer.
.A,lthough numerous whistles were
analrzed . on ly a f ew c ont our s t hat
reDresen t n oical whis t les f r om Dor is

and Dash are shown in Fig. 3; these
contours were traced from the Alden
record for clarity. The dotted sections
of the whistles were not of sufficient
intensity to be analyzed by the Alden,
but were drawn in on the basis of
auditory review at reduced tape speed.
Harmonics that appeared on the Alden
record were not reproduced in Fig. 3;
the harmonics \\'ere relatively weak,
appeared only when the signal was unusually strong, and may have been introduced b.v the equipment.
Figure 2 shows that numerous exchanges of sounds occurred during the
acoustic-link periods (even-numbered

D

periods). Acoustic exchanges are not
uncommon in the animal world (12).
It is perhaps significant that sounds
were exchanged by the dolphins even
though they were out of visual and
physical contact with each other and
in an artificial situation. Neither animal vocalized for more than a lew
seconds at a time. and there was no
obvious evidence of long one-sided
vocalizations.
The whistles v:rried in frequency
from 4 kcy to about 18 or 20 kcy and
varied in amplitude from close to
background noise level to recorder
s a t u r a t i o n . O n t h e b a s i s o f th e i r f r e -

quency variation the different whistle
types were clearly recognizable during
auditory review at reduced tape speed.
Although the whistles could have been
categorized differently, the seiected categories were believed to be the most
significant groupings from the viewpoints of machine analysis and auditory review.
Figure ) shows no evidence of acoustic exchanges based solely on click
trains or any single type of sound
other than whistles. The use of click
trains in communication. however.
should not be ruled out entirely since
clicks and whistles were often en.ritted
simultaneously. Moreover some evrdence exists that at least one species
of cetacean, the spernt whale. utilizes
clicks for communication since ther,
have ne ve r be en hear d t o whis t le ( 1J ) .
During periods 2 and 4, Dash enritted the n-rostclick trains and \\'as seen
to ju mp se ve ral t inr es . No jum ping
w as se en or h ea r d eit her bef or e or at
any time d urin g t he ex per im ent .
S in ce click train s ar e us ed f or ec holocation, it is conceivable that Dash was
atten.rptingto locate Doris. Doris emitted fewe r click tr ains . but 61 per c ent
of the se rvere a ls o em it t ed dur ing per iod s 2 to 4 .
Figure 4 is a bar graph derivecl from
F ig. 2 sho wing the nunt ber of whis t le
gro up s a nd click t r ains em it t ed by
D oris an d Dash dur ing eac h per iod.
A sin gle wh istle o r a _qr oupof whis t les
emitted within 1 second of each other is
counted as one whistle group. A simultaneous whistle gror.rp and click train
are counted as ohe of each. A total
of 394 whistle groups (23-5 fronr Doris
and 159 from Dash) was emitted during the acousticlink (even-nun.rbered)
periods, and only 68 were emitted during cut-off periods. Few click trains
were emitted after period 4, suggesting
that they were no longer useful. The
increased incidence of whistles during
the acoustic-link periods continued
throughout the experiment, suggesting
that whistles are the primary means of
comn.runication. The average whistlegroup duration was about one second.
No C-type or E-type whistles were
emitted during the cut-off periods, and
only 4 percent were F-type. The predominant whistles emitted during the
cut-off periods were types B (43 percent). A (4 1 p erc ent ) , and D ( 12 per .
cen t). No seq uenc ed ex c hanges of
sou nd occu rred d ur ing t hes e per iods .
Th e p red omin ant whis t les dur ing t he
acoustic-lin k pe riods wer e t v pes A ( 36

percent), B (25 percent), D (15 percent), and F (14 percent); 5 percent
were type C and 5 percent were type
E. Listed in order of the number recorded, Dash emitted whistle types D,
A, F, E, and C, and Doris emitted
whistle types B, A, F, E, and C. Defining an exchange of sounds as being
a tight sequence of at least three alternate whistles from each dolphin, it is
noteworthy that 25 exchanges occurred

during the acoustic-link periods. Nine
of the exchanges consisted predominantly of B-type whistles from Doris
and D-type whistles from Dash (primarily periods 2 and 4). Five exchanges were predominantly
F-type
whistles (periods 8, 10, 12), three exchanges were A-type whistles (periods
4 , 8 l 0 ) . a n d t h e r e m a i n i n g se ve n
exchanges were mixtures of several
different whistle types (periods 8, 10,
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14, 16). The exchanges varied in ti m e ,
t^l
beginning with B and D whistles, rorlowed by either F or A whistles, anct
ending with mixed whistle types.
All of the B-type whistles were
emitted by Doris, and all of the D-type
whistles were emitted by Dash. Since
the B and D whistles are similar in
pitch variation, quantity emitted, and
order of appearance, it is likely that
these whistle types should have been
grouped together. If the B and D
whistles belong to the same grouP,
then their differences as shown in Fig.
3 represent individual variation and
could therefore serve for individual
identification.
A detailed analysis of Fig. 2 suggests that the animals may have
learned to quickly detect whether the
acoustic link was connected or not.
From period 7 on, the average elapsed
time between the dot-dash signal (beginning of a cut-off period) and the
first whistle from each animal was
the average
64+
seconds, while
elapsed time between the dash-dot signal (beginning of an acoustic-link period) and the first whistles was only
6 seconds. No such Pattern existed
before period 7. If learning occurred,
it may have resulted from hearing
either the transmitted dot and dash
signals or the change in background
noise when the acoustic link was connected or disconnected.
On 23 N,Iarch 1964, about 4 months
after the original experiment, Doris'
sound track was transmitted into a
tank where Dash was isolated. The
playback level was set low to reduce
the possibility of Dash's hearing his
old responses. Dash immediately responded to most of Doris' whistles,
using a D-type whistle. He intermittently emitted a few additional D-type
whistles and an occasional click train,
ancl then suddenly stopped responding after I I 3 seconds of Period 8.
He did not emit another sound during the remaining portion of the playba ck (th rou gh per iod I 6) .
On the following daY Doris' sound
11 xs( wa s o nce m or e t r ans m it t ed int o
Dash's tank as a repeat experiment.
This time Dash again resPonded to
most of Doris' whistles with a D-type
rvhistle and suddenly stopped responding 95 seconds into period 8, approxtmately as before. He began responding again. 56 seconds into period 14,
anil continued responding to the end
of the plal'back.
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Fig. 4. Quantity of whistle groups and click trains emitted by each dolphin durini
period. Whistle g.oups are defined as either single whistles closely spaced whistle
"aih
combinations,or closely spaced repetitions of the same whistle. The acoustic link
was connectedonly during thc even-numberedperiods.

About a half hour later, the experiment was repeated a third time. Dash
egain responded to Doris' whistles and
r hen s u d d e n l y s t o p p e d r e s p o n d i n g 1 2 8
seconds into period 8. He started responding again 41 seconds into period
14.
The only apparent correlation found
betu e e n t h e t h r e e p l a y b a c k e x p e r i ments was that Dash stopped responding after hearing several F-type whistles, which were first heard on Doris'
sound track in period 8. In the first
playback, Dash heard nine F whistles
before stopping, in the second he heard
seven. and in the third he heard thirteen. Dash began responding again
during period 14 which was the first
acousticlink period since period 8
when no F whistles were emitted.
This experiment was too limited to
provide conclusive determination of
whistle meaning. A few conjectures,
however, are presented that may aid
in future con-rmunication experiments.
The facts that the B and D whistles
appeared during both acoustic and
cut-off periods, that they appeared in
numerous exchanges during the early
acoustic periods, and that Dash persistently answered most of Doris'

B-type whistles with his D-type whistle
during the one-way playback experiment suggest that they might be used
as a call signal to localize and identifr
other dolphins. The variations betweeri
the B- and D-type whistles suggest that
similar whistles from other dolphins
determine
should be analyzed to
whether relationships exist between
specific sound patterns and sex, age, or
emotional state. The B- and D-tYPe
whistles appear to be suited for longrange transmission since they are loud,
repetitive, and frequency-modulated in
a siren-like manner. The normal time
lag between the B and D whistles in
a n e x c h a n g e w a s 0 .2 0 + 0 .1 0 se conds. Occasionalll'. the signals overl a p p e d . I f t h e t i m e d e l a Y b e tw e e n a
given whistle and the response whistle was used to measure distance, as
in a transponder, the animals could
l o c a l i z e e a c h o t h e r w i th i n 1 5 2 .4 m ; i f
so they would be accurate to within app r o x i n r a t e i y l 0 p e r c e n t a t a d i sta n ce
of 1.-5kn.r. Repeated exchanges reduce
the amount of error. If the animals were
sufficiently close, echolocation could
be used for determining distance.
The A-type whistle appears simple
and stereotyped from the viewpoint of

frequency versus time. It was emitted
intermittently during both acousticlink and nonlink periods, but was
seldom emitted by Dash during the
one-way playback experiment. A possible question for future experiments
is whether the A-type whistle is a
simplified signal to maintain acoustic
contact between dolphins.
The C-, E-, and F-type whistles
were enritted primarily . during exchanges in the acoustic-link periods,
and were not emitted by Dash during
the one-way playback experiment.
They appear to be associated with
comn-runication after acoustic contact
is well established. Of the three whistle types, only the F whistle was used
as the sole whistle type in acoustic
exchanges between Doris and Dash as
seen in Fig. 2. Another feature of the
F-type whistle is that it appears to be
the least stereotyped of all the recorded
whistles from the viewpoint of frequen cy varia tion ; if t he v ar iat ion is
significant, there may be considerable flexibility in information content
of the whistle. The presence of the
F-type whistles during the playback
experiment, moreover, appeared to
correlate with
the termination of
Dash's responses; the correlation suggests that these whistles are meaningful only in an active two-way exchange and not meaningful in a oneway playback.
In comparing the whistles with
those recorded by Dreher and Evans
(4, chart I, p. 375), the A-type
whistles are somewhat like contours
1 and 2 in @), the B- and D-type

whistles are like contours 3. 5, and 7.
the C whistle is like contour 3, and
the F whistle is like contour 32. These
comparisons are qualitative since the
Dreher and Evans contours are not
quantitative plots of frequency versus
time. No distress signals, such as those
described by Lilly (see 14), were recorded.
The considerable complexity of vocal interaction between the two dolphins in this experiment suggests that
further experirnentation is needed of
the type reported here. The experiments by Dreher and Evans (4) indicate that man)' more t-vpes or variat ions o f w h i s t l e s m a y a p p e a r i n s u c h
f ut ur e e x p e r i m e n t s .
T. G. LeNc
H. A. P. Svrrrn
U.S. Naval Ordnance Test Station,
Pasadena, Calilornia
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